Climate Change and Flooding Forum
New Resources and Directions for New Jersey Communities

I. How is New Jersey’s Climate Changing and What Should We Expect?
   • Dr. David Robinson, NJ State Climatologist

II. Becoming Resilient and Prepared Communities - What Are New Jersey Communities Already Doing to Prepare?
   • Bradley Beach: Julie Schreck, Mayor
   • Hoboken: Stephen Marks, Assistant Business Administrator
   • Lambertville: John Miller, Planning Board and Emergency Management Council member
   • Newark: Joel Sonkin, Director of Environmental and Energy Services

III. Immediate Concerns - Rebuilding and Emergency Responses
   • Mark Mauriello, Director of Environmental Affairs and Planning, Edgewood Properties
   • Mariana Leckner, NJ Office of Emergency Management Field Training Unit
   • Gary Finger, NJ BPU Ombudsman

IV. New Sustainable Jersey Resources to Help Municipalities Plan
   • Lisa Auermuller, Jacques Cousteau Coastal Education Center
   • Veda Truesdale, Environmental Analysis and Communication Group, Rutgers University

V. Where Do We Go From Here? Discussion
   • Randall Solomon, Co-Director, Sustainable Jersey

PROGRAM
Registration/Breakfast: 8:30 am
Forum Start: 9:00 am
Coffee Break: 10:50 am
Forum End: 12:30 pm
LOCATION
Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences, Rutgers University, Alampi Room, 71 Dudley Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 08087

REGISTER HERE
Explore how New Jersey municipalities are dealing with the new reality of coastal and inland flooding. Learn what to expect in the future given our changing climate.

See the beta versions of the new Sustainable Jersey mapping and planning tools to help communities become more resilient.

CEU CREDITS
Approved: Flood Plain Managers: 3 Core CECs
REQUESTED: APA credits; Municipal Finance Officer, 1 hour Financial and Debt Management; Public Works Manager, 1 hour Technical and 1 Hour Management; Municipal Clerk, 1 hour Finance and 1 hour Professional Development; Qualified Purchasing Agent, 1 hour Procurement Procedures